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Compact, walkable enclaves such as
Guangzhou’s Liuyun Xiaoqu are the new
model for China’s city planners.
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ust a few steps separate one of the
to be evolution, not revolution,” predicts Yang
and ring roads radiating ever farther from
worst examples of China’s recent
Li, an urban planner at the Guangzhou office
city centers. Zoning laws fragmented cities
urbanization from one of the best.
of the Institute for Transportation & Developinto single-use residential or office districts.
Tianhe Road, a main artery here in
ment Policy (ITDP), which promotes sustainLater, gated compounds with a few high-rise
China’s third-largest city, is eight
able urban development. But over time, entire
towers in huge, parklike settings leapfrogged
lanes wide but snarled with cars.
cities—not just isolated neighborhoods—may
far beyond transit lines and other services.
Pedestrians scurry between bland
come to resemble Liuyun Xiaoqu.
In a vicious circle, the spread of caroffice towers and huge malls. Only
dependent superblocks “quickly caused [trafthe brave ride bicycles.
IN 2014, the World Bank described China’s
fic] congestion, so the government made
Just a block away, pedestrians and cyurbanization as “unprecedented in scale.”
more and wider streets,” says Dongquan
clists rule. Liuyun Xiaoqu is a verdant
He, an environmental scientist at Enneighborhood about 5 kilometers from
ergy Foundation China’s Beijing office.
the city core where small streets once
Researchers estimate that superblock
clogged by cars have given way to walkresidents use 65% to 80% more transit
ways and planters. Boutiques, cafes, and
energy than those living in mixed-use,
groceries cluster at ground level in the
walkable neighborhoods.
midsize apartment buildings. Even on
A perverse incentive exacerbated
a drizzly day, the neighborhood is alive
sprawl: Many governments depend
with window-shoppers, retirees, and
on revenue gained by incorporating
young couples. Residents can stroll to
farmland and then selling the building
stores, schools, and restaurants, and
rights. “The revenue from these transmany work nearby. It’s a striking conactions can amount to 40% or more of
trast not just with the surrounding city,
a city’s budget,” Qian Zhang, a geograbut with newer residential areas on the
pher at the Chinese Academy of Scifringes of town, where people live in giences’s (CAS’s) Institute of Geographic
gantic superblocks, isolated from workSciences and Natural Resources Replaces and amenities, and rely on cars.
search in Beijing, and colleagues wrote
Guangzhou is not unique. China’s urin 2014 in Land Use Policy.
ban population doubled between 1978
The result: Cities have sprawled
and 2010, while the area covered by
faster than populations have grown,
cities tripled. The sprawl has driven up
so that “average population density …
car use and helped make China’s cities a
dropped by more than 25%,” the World
major source of carbon emissions. ChokBank estimates, while air pollution
ing pollution and sedentary lifestyles
increased. Shanghai’s carbon dioxide
are harming urban health.
(CO2) emissions hit 13.1 tons per capita
Officials have concluded that the
in 2011, higher than the 2013 CO2 emiscountry’s urbanization has gone awry.
sions of 5.7 tons per capita in London
This past February, the State CounGuangzhou’s bus rapid transit line (bottom) cut emissions, saved
and the 8.3 tons per capita in Los Angecil and the Communist Party’s Centravel time, reduced operating costs, and smoothed out the traffic
les, California, according to a 2015 study
tral Committee—the nation’s highest
jams seen before the system was built (top).
by the Lawrence Berkeley National
authorities—adopted new guidelines
Laboratory in California. “Reducing the
that call for compacter cities with denser netLess than 20% of China’s population lived in
urban carbon footprint is a key” to China
works of streets, more pedestrian and cycling
cities in 1978; by 2014, more than half did.
meeting its Paris Agreement pledge to reduce
lanes, better public transport, mixed-use
The bank and others noted that China’s urgreenhouse gas emissions, He says.
zoning, and more green space. “This is a sigbanization helped lift hundreds of millions
Public health is also at stake. In big cities,
nificant turning point for Chinese cities,” says
of people out of poverty. But they have also
the incidence of chronic metabolic, circulaYan Song, an urban planner at the University
critiqued the new cities as unsustainable.
tory, and respiratory diseases was roughly
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Planners initially opted for Soviet-inspired
double rural rates in 2008, according to a
Experts warn that transformation will be
wide streets, huge blocks, and massive buildstudy by Yong-Guan Zhu, a biogeochemist at
difficult, and could take decades. “It’s going
ings, and then added U.S.-style highways
CAS’s Institute of Urban Environment in Xia-
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VANCOUVER’S
GREEN DREAM

The city wants to dramatically shrink its
environmental footprint, but obstacles loom
By Kenneth R. Weiss, in Vancouver, Canada

W

ith a practiced eye, Innes Hood
snaps a thermal image of a
window-walled condominium tower dozens of floors
high. The glass glows white
hot, a signature of wasted
heat radiating into this port
city’s chilly air. Concrete and
steel slabs also shimmer
with the telltale rosy colors of waste. The
slabs “are not insulated, so they act like
radiating fins,” says Hood, a Vancouver,
Canada–based sustainability consultant

with Stantec Inc.
Hood’s camera is taking aim at one of
Vancouver’s biggest challenges in its quest
to become the greenest city on the planet:
improving the energy efficiency of buildings. In part because of leaky windows and
poor insulation, buildings consume nearly
two-thirds of the energy used in the City of
Glass—a nickname referring to Vancouver’s
landmark towers offering stunning ocean
and mountain views. Now, city leaders have
pledged to cut energy use and greenhouse
gas emissions from existing buildings by
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men. Air pollution contributed to 1.2 million
premature deaths in China in 2010, according to data extracted from the 2010 Global
Burden of Disease Study.
Reconfiguring China’s cities along the
lines of Liuyun Xiaoqu will be part of the solution. Built in the 1980s, the area began as
a strictly residential, gated compound with
about 6500 apartments. In 2000, residents
gained ownership—and greater control—of
their apartments. Entrepreneurs opened
shops in first-floor units. The area is near
a major stadium, so Guangzhou spruced it
up before the 2010 Asian Games with resurfaced walkways, pocket parks, and playgrounds. Gradually, Liuyun Xiaoqu opened
its gates and restricted cars. Commercial
and residential property values have risen
more quickly than in surrounding areas, according to an ITDP study. “The beneficial
policies were very simple, but they had a
snowball effect,” says C. C. Huang, an urban
policy analyst at Energy Innovation, a consulting firm in San Francisco, California.
Guangzhou’s bus rapid transit (BRT)
system offers another lesson. Gaining attention worldwide for their efficiency and
low cost, BRT systems have dedicated bus
lanes that are typically located in the center
of a roadway to avoid curbside jams. Many
BRTs have a single platform between two
lanes, requiring special buses with driver’s
side doors. But Guangzhou’s has dual platforms, allowing the use of regular buses
that operate beyond the BRT corridor.
Opened in 2010, the BRT runs for 23 kilometers along a main east-west artery. During peak periods, 350 buses carry 26,900
passengers an hour, more than most of
China’s subway lines. The BRT will cut CO2
emissions by 86,000 tons and particulate
emissions by 4 tons annually during its first
10 years, ITDP estimates. Building a BRT
costs about 10% of the price of a subway.
China is also looking to its past for a lesson in sustainability. “China used to be the
bicycle kingdom,” Song says. But in what she
calls one of the biggest mistakes of China’s
urbanization, many cities removed once
ubiquitous bike lanes. Now, they are restoring them. Leading the way is Hangzhou,
which operates the world’s largest bikesharing program, with 65,000 bikes.
Remaking China’s cities won’t be easy.
Calls to open gated compounds, for instance, have drawn fierce opposition from
residents worried about traffic and privacy.
People have grown attached to cars. “It will
be difficult to drive them back to public
transit,” Song predicts. Governments, meanwhile, will need to cooperate on transit and
other projects that are “complicated technically,” He warns. But he is optimistic that
China is “moving in a good direction.” j
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